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seat

A seat is anything that we sit on, for example in a car, in a cinema, or on
a bus. The difference between a chair and a stool is that a stool does not
have a back.
What's a seat?

A seat is anything that we sit on

555 Do men in this country stand up and offer their seats to women on buses?
Yes, men in ... ~ No, men in ...

Yes, I think they ... ~ No, I don’t think they ...
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Do you think they ought to?
Why or why not?
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What's the difference between a chair and a stool?
The difference ...
is that a stool does not have a back
About how many passengers does the average bus seat?
The average bus seats about ... passengers
Where's the seat of government in this country?

Idiom 4

The seat of ...
is in ...
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get on somebody’s nerves = irritate somebody
e.g. The noise those children make gets on my nerves.

What does the idiom “get on somebody's nerves” mean?
The idiom ...
“irritate somebody”
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Give me an example, please.

Dictation 68

Mary’s very nice, but
her sister gets on my nerves.
She is always making things difficult.

Remember: video and audio dictations are available.
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It was a great loss to him/ when his wife died,/ as their marriage/ had been long and
happy./ Computers are part of our everyday lives./ Making a big profit in business/
is often mainly/ a question of luck./ When we fill in/ a passport application form,/
we must state our name, address,/ date of birth, occupation etc./ The following
is a statement:/ “A man, when he is drunk,/ often wants to fight.”/ None of his
predictions were correct..

